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SOUTH HALL
209 Mall Boulevard
Monroeville, PA
Platinum Sponsors

■ OVER 100 BOOTHS

■ Reiki
■ Essential Oils
■ Holistic Living
■ Health & Wellness
■ Integrative Medicine
■ Energy Healing
■ Psychic Readings
■ Naturopathy
■ Nutrition
■ Bodywork
■ Crystals
■ Massage
■ Yoga
■ Reflexology
■ Astrology
■ Paranormal

Gold Sponsors

and much more!

■ MINI-LECTURES
■ WORKSHOPS
■ SEMINARS
Featuring

The Cannabis Pavilion
Sponsored by

www.MindBodySpiritHealingExpo.com
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Dear Mind Body Spirit Healing Enthusiast:
You are cordially invited to attend at the
2nd Annual Mind Body Spirit Healing Expo.
The Expo is filled with over 100 booths featuring local,
regional and national companies and individuals who
have products and services just for you. The mini-lectures,
presentations and workshops will inspire you, comfort you
and change your life.
Make plans now to attend the event of the year and a weekend
you won’t soon forget.
Sincerely yours,
Kelly Simon
Questions? Call me: 724-837-4223
Email me: kelly@simoneventmanagement.com

www.MindBodySpiritHealingExpo.com

SHOW HOURS

Saturday, October 6
10 am – 6 pm
Sunday, October 7
10 am – 6 pm

ADMISSION
$10 One Day

$15 Weekend Pass
Children Under 12 Free

ADMISSION INCLUDES
ALL EXHIBITS,
MINI-LECTURES
AND PRESENTATIONS
Except Spirit Circle With
Victor Paruta And
The Human MRI
(Tickets Available For
These In Advance
Or At The Door )

FREE PARKING
FREE SHUTTLES

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6
10 AM – 6 PM Exhibits Open
10:30 - 11:00

WORLD CHANGE, A SPIRITUAL PERSPECTIVE
Sheila Forester / Share International
There is new hope on the horizon for humanity –– an earth-shattering event that
will change the way we approach the problems of life. Neither religious,
economic, political nor environmental in nature, this event will revolutionize our
understanding of life and restore a future of Justice, Brotherhood and Peace for
all. The World Teacher, Maitreya and His group of highly evolved, incorruptible
spiritual teachers are now here to guide us out of the current chaos and into the
Aquarian Age. Come hear why the future is indeed bright!

11:00 - 12:30

SPIRIT CIRCLE - CONNECTING WITH LOVED ONES
ON THE OTHER SIDE - $40
Victor Paruta / Psychic Medium & Clairvoyant
This session will have three parts. Victor will start with a Spirit Centered
Mediumship session, during which Victor will allow the Spirits who are present to
come through for those in attendance. The audience will help identify those who
are coming through. This will be followed by Client Centered Mediumship – Victor
will describe the dead people around specific members of the audience and
provide messages from them or a psychic reading if there are no Spirits present.
The third part will be spirit messages from specific loved ones that the audience
members request. Depending on the size of the group, everyone in attendance
should receive a message or reading.

11:15 – 11:45

30 DAYS TO HEALTHY LIVING
Susie Frishman / Arbonne Consultant
Hit the refresh button! Reduce the number of toxins we ingest. Increase the
number of toxins we eliminate. Increase our nutritional intake. Spend less
money than you do now. Keep your busy lifestyle. Increase your energy levels.
Improve your health. Lose excess weight.

Saturday, October 6 Continued
12:00 – 12:30

REIKI NATURAL HEALING
Janet Jackson / Certified Advanced Practitioner /
Energy Connection School For Reiki
Reiki is a natural healing method with its origins in Japan. Reiki (pronounced
RAY-Key) means spiritually guided life energy (commonly known as Universal
Life Energy), an energy which animates us all. Reiki is a form of spiritual healing
using Universal Life Energy directed through the practitioner to the recipient.
Reiki helps to harmonize body, mind and spirit for yourself or any one you want
to help. Reiki has been shown to reduce anxiety and pain in the recipient and
induces a deep state of relaxation and well being. It allows the body and mind an
opportunity to increase the natural healing process. Practiced worldwide as a
holistic complementary therapy, Reiki’s benefits are increasingly being
recognized in clinical settings. Reiki is not affiliated with any religion but is
classified as a heart centered spiritual practice open to everyone. Find out more
about the origin, uses and benefits of Reiki.

12:45 – 1:45

THE INTEGRATION OF CANNABIS AND HOLISTIC HEALTH
A Panel Discussion With Sven Hosford / Founder & Publisher,
Dispense Magazine, Dr. Monica Monika Juszczyk / founder of SHELScience of Health, Energy of Life, Dr. John Metcalf, Ph.D, MD, ABIM,
CFMP / Medical Director of Medical Marijuana Solutions
Due to the stigma associated with marijuana, many health professionals,
including natural and holistic health professionals, have held cannabis in a
negative light. But now that 30 states have legalized it for medical purposes, and
tens of thousands of studies have demonstrated its effectiveness in treating pain,
nausea, loss of appetite, cancer, epilepsy, Alzheimer's, MS and many, many
other conditions, there is a groundswell of positive activity in the holistic
community. The use of this plant medicine is causing a revolution in the
traditional medical community, as pharma-only doctors are now opening up to
other ways of thinking.
This panel discussion brings together two doctors and a pharmacist who have
decades of experience in functional and anti-aging medicine, as well as
knowledge of medical cannabis and CBD (made from hemp). Moderated by a
journalist with over two decades of experience reporting on integrative medicine,
the goal is to dispel the stigma and bring real, factually correct information to
those who are familiar with plant, natural, holistic and integrative healing, and to
show how medical cannabis is a natural extension of these same philosophies.
Questions from the audience will be highly encouraged, so this is a chance to
answer any nagging doubts about medical cannabis.

12:45 – 1:15

SHOW ME THE MONEY
Yvonne Phillips / FSII / Feng Shui Consultant & Coach
Yvonne will share Feng Shui tips and strategies to help you bring in the wealth
energy using symbols that will benefit good health and good wealth.

Saturday, October 6 Continued
1:00 – 1:45

INTRO TO MINDFULNESS & YOGA FLOW
Angela Merendino / Red Brick Yoga
A combination of sustained postures (Hatha) as well as a mindful flowing
progression from one to another. Attention is always given to basic alignment
and therapeutic principles. Mindfulness; observing breath and body are an
integral part of class. A nice mix of physical energy and calmness.

1:30 - 2:00

YES, WE ARE SPIRITS. NO, WE DON'T DIE.
Hank Baughman, Talk Show Host, Spiritual Researcher/ Experiencer
Hank Baughman used to be a materialist. “I believed we were just stuff and when
you die that’s it.” Then Hank had an accident that both his mother and father-inlaw knew about without being told. “That proved to me that ESP was real and set
in motion research that I continue today into physics and the nature of
consciousness.” That research – and a string of incredible experiences - led
Hank to three conclusions. “The first is that consciousness is neither wholly
generated by the brain nor confined to it. Second, the afterlife is very real and
third, spirits communicate with us.” Hank describes the experiences in his talk
and has stunning visual proof of one of them – three spots that appeared on his
forehead one evening as he sat reading. “I went into my bedroom, saw the spots
in a mirror and was astonished. I took a picture of them.” He believes the
markings were deliberate actions by spirits to make an irrefutable point. “What
better way for spirits to prove they can carry out action in the physical world than
to mark someone in a way that cannot be explained by conventional means? It
was brilliant.” Baughman has an idea who the spirits were, which he also
discusses in his talk.

Saturday, October 6 Continued
2:00 - 4:00

INTRODUCING JUSTIN ELLEDGE, THE HUMAN MRI - $40
Justin Elledge / The Human Mri
Justin Elledge is called the Human MRI, because of his uncanny gift to see the
true cause of illness in the physical, mental, emotional and Spiritual body. His
inner visions and guides are able to help pinpoint the issue that have held an
individual back from true health and being fully alive and fully present!
He has been called a miracle worker and many feel the presence of the divine
when working with him. Not only does he help individuals heal physical issues
with nutritional suggestions, and lifestyle changes, but also he demonstrates the
presence of the masters and Archangels to clear away hidden attachments and
unseen blocks affecting so many.
Justin’s miraculous gifts of healing insight as a medical Intuitive have helped
thousands around the world. These abilities are not limited to the physical issues
facing us everyday but spiritual as well. He has honed these skills in the fires of
death and resurrection personally experienced over the last 45 years. He has
journeyed around the world to bring back health to others when no one could
help.
In living the life of the “Wounded Healer” he has gained sacred knowledge and
understanding to literally “see” into all those who seek him out. He is here to help
you find the answer that may have eluded you, for a day or perhaps a lifetime.
Justin Elledge Speaks the Truth on health and healing to clear away the
limitations of Mind, Body and Spirit




2:15 – 2:45

Are you seeking a breakthrough to discover why you can’t heal?
Is there a sense of emotional pain that dwells within you seeking to be
released?
Have you been seeking help to your deepest health challenge, but never
quite finding the answer?
If you are ready to be fully healed, to be free, and live the life you came
here to experience, then join Justin Elledge.

THE FUNCTION OF ACUPUNCTURE: REGULATE QI
TO HEAL THE BODY & MIND
Dr. Zachary Truncali, D.C., L.Ac.
and Hannah Guyon, MSAOM, L.Ac.
Topics covered in this discussion include:
• What is Acupuncture?
• What is Qi, what does it do, and how do disorders of qi cause disease?
• What other elements of Chinese medicine can be used to help you thrive?

Saturday, October 6 Continued
2:30 – 3:30

ADAM GRAEME COMEDY HYPNOSIS SHOW
Adam Graeme
Witness before your eyes as Celebrity Master Hypnotist Adam Graeme
transforms your friends and family into stars on stage. It is an internationally
acclaimed hypnotic experience like you’ve never seen before. Quoted as one of
the most original hypnotists of this century, Adam Graeme delights audiences of
all ages as he uses his master powers of influence and persuasion to put actual
members of the audience into a deep trance, all live on stage.
Adam Graeme has hypnotized thousands of people throughout his performing
career earning him spots on national television networks, radio stations and red
carpet events. Fortune 100 and 500 companies have hired Adam Graeme for all
types of events causing Special Events Magazine to write that he “is one of the
top performing artists in the world” and that his show “is not like anything we
have ever seen before”. Imagine how hilarious it would be seeing your friends
and family up on stage performing while under complete control of Master
Hypnotist Adam Graeme. This is the event of the year you do not want to miss.

3:00 - 3:30

A Channeled Healing Meditation
Barry Helm
Barry Helm Intuitive, Channel, Bodyworker,
Healer provides an activational, experiential
event assisting those present in their
transformational process.

4:00 - 5:30

ASTONISHING UFO, BIGFOOT AND CRYPTID PA ENCOUNTERS,
PAST AND PRESENT
Stan Gordon / UFO and Bigfoot Researcher
This illustrated presentation highlights some of the most famous and unusual
UFO, Bigfoot, and strange encounter cases Stan has investigated since 1965.
You will learn about Low level UFO cases, Close encounters with Bigfoot and
other mysterious creatures. Bigfoot & UFOs seen together, eyewitness accounts
of Thunderbirds, Black Panthers and mysterious water creatures reported from
rivers and lakes in Pennsylvania. Stan also discusses some of the weirdest
cases he has looked into. Hear about the latest local UFO, Bigfoot and cryptid
sightings. Do monsters really exist? Breaking: Hear about the recent Bigfoot
encounters from the Pittsburgh area in 2018.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7 ■ 10 AM – 6 PM Exhibits Open
10:30 – 11:00

AKASHIC RECORDS AND DISCOVERING YOUR
SOUL PURPOSE
Irina Grundler / Spiritual Awakening Coach, Energy Practitioner,
Teacher, Speaker / East Suburban Spiritual Connection
∙ The Akashic Records - an energetic "database", which contains information
about every Soul and its journey going back to the moment of its origination
from Divine Source;
∙ Why the key to your Soul Purpose is stored within your Akashic Record;
∙ Soul’s Vibrational Qualities and their role in determining Life purpose;
∙ How separation between Divinity and its Physical Expression was created;
∙ The difference between Soul Purpose, Life Purpose and Life Lessons;
∙ Typical mistakes most Spiritual Seekers make when it comes to Manifesting
their Soul Purpose;
∙ How Re-Tuning to the Original Vibrations of your Soul can help you in
Discovering and Manifesting your Soul Purpose.

11:00 - 12:00

ASK THE PSYCHIC - MINI-READINGS AND Q&A WITH PSYCHIC
MEDIUM VICTOR PARUTA
Victor Paruta / Psychic Medium & Clairvoyant
Victor will talk about psychic abilities and answer your questions about the spirit
world, past lives, ghosts, etc. and provide mini-readings and spirit messages for
members of the audience.

11:15 – 11:45

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR FRONT DOOR?
Yvonne Phillips
Color vibrations affect you and everyone in your home. Take advantage of this
Feng Shui energy and use it to promote those vision boards. Yvonne will share
what each color of your door indicates and show you the value of making a
change if your energy is stuck!

Sunday, October 7 Continued
12:00 – 1:00

THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE – THE HUMAN POTENTIAL
* A PRIME DIRECTIVE *
Lance Queer / Turning Point Energy
An interactive lecture with interactive questions that will expand your perceptions
of the human earth life experience.
No fairy tale pixie dust BS provided and this has nothing to do with my gift of
being a healer. However, some words will be found healing for this is what I am.
This is an opportunity for me to give people back to themselves and raise the
collective human consciousness. For me, a prime directive. I quit asking
everyone my questions when I was 23 because no one could answer them. But,
being quite a curious otter of the universe, I discovered them. A VERY
condensed offering of wisdom and knowledge from a lifetime of studying deeply.
Including: 3 secrets of life - Humor - The Mind - Inner Orphans – The Monroe
Institute – The Breath - Believing / Knowing - Good / Bad / Right / Wrong Worry Happiness - Love / Joy
Most of the human earth life experience is a matter of perspective. This ‘lecture’
is also largely perspective. When you change how you perceive things, the things
you perceive will change. Somebody somewhere once said, “Do you see”
Forever it has been, and forever it will be, and what you will find, is reality is
mirrored by ones beliefs. And do you like me………….. believe…….. that I’m a
mirror for you, and you clearly reflecting me.

2:00 – 12:30

TDOS SYNDROME: A NEW HEALTH CONVERSATION- TODAY’S
HEALTH CHALLENGES...THE PROBLEMS AND THE
SOLUTIONS... TDOS IS AN ACRONYM FOR: T = TOXICITY;
D = DEFICIENCY OF NUTRIENTS; O = OVERWEIGHT;
S = STRESS.
Dr. Joe Porreca / Porreca Chiropractic Center, Inc.
TDOS Syndrome is the biggest threat to our health today. You will learn how
each of the components of TDOS Syndrome is destroying our health. You will
also learn practical, simple, natural solutions to combat those components of
TDOS Syndrome. The attendees of this presentation will leave armed with the
information regarding not only what is causing our modern day health decline,
but more importantly what we can do about it.

12:15 – 1:15

ANIMALS IN SPIRIT
Janet Jackson / Animal Intuitive Advisor, Healing Energy
Specialist & Teacher Energy Connection School
Explore the answers to questions my clients ask me such as: Do animals have
souls? Do all dogs go to Heaven? Do animals have a divine plan? Do animal
companions have a soul contract or specific purpose in your life? What do
animals have to say about Euthanasia? (Here’s a hint: They are not upset with
you because of it.) What are the signs to help your pet cross over and how will
you know when it is time? What is it like for animals on the other side? How do
animals view death? Do animals sometimes commit suicide? Can animals visit
us from the other side? Do animals have jobs on the other side?

Sunday, October 7 Continued
12:45 – 1:15

PROTECTION FOR THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR BODY
AND THE BEMER MAT FOR THE INSIDE
Frank Gillespie, Energy Work Owner of Quantum Living LLC
DBA emfsprotect.com
My wife and I have been in the health and wellness field for close to 15 years, always
learning and findings ways to help our body naturally. We have studied over 9 energy
healing modalities to help us and offer sessions to people and 15%. We can all look and
feel healthy but we don't see the Emfs hitting our bodies all day and we can't see what's
going on inside our bodies. This is where our products come into play. Block out harmful
Emfs and increase blood flow to help our bodies heal and feel younger.

1:00 - 2:30

THE MAGIC OF THE CANNABIS PLANT
Laura Noble / Cousin Mary Jane Z
& Lady Jane Gourmet Seed Company
Hemp is one of the world’s oldest cultivated crops.
For nearly 100 years, U.S drug. Hemp is an agricultural
commodity that not only provides one of the most nutrient
dense foods for excellent nutrition, but this cannabis plant
also provides the raw materials for tens of thousands of useful products. Anything and
everything that can be produced from petroleum, trees and cotton can be produced from
the hemp plant. Americans have been misinformed and robbed of this beneficial plant.
Find out about hemp's deep-rooted history and explore all its wonderful uses.

1:30 – 2:00

REIKI NATURAL HEALING
Kathy Duffy / Certified Advanced Practitioner & Teacher /
Energy Connection School for Reiki
Reiki is a natural healing method with its origins in Japan. Reiki (pronounced RAY-Key)
means spiritually guided life energy (commonly known as Universal Life Energy), an
energy which animates us all. Reiki is a form of spiritual healing using Universal Life
Energy directed through the practitioner to the recipient. Reiki helps to harmonize body,
mind and spirit for yourself or any one you want to help. Reiki has been shown to
reduce anxiety and pain in the recipient and induces a deep state of relaxation and well
being. It allows the body and mind an opportunity to increase the natural healing
process. Practiced worldwide as a holistic complimentary therapy, Reiki’s benefits are
increasingly being recognized in clinical settings. Reiki is not affiliated with any religion
but is classified as a heart centered spiritual practice open to everyone. Find out more
about the origin, uses and benefits of Reiki.

Sunday, October 7 Continued
2:15 – 3:00

INTRO TO MINDFULNESS & YOGA FLOW
Angela Merendino / Red Brick Yoga
A combination of sustained postures (Hatha) as well as a mindful flowing
progression from one to another. Attention is always given to basic alignment
and therapeutic principles. Mindfulness; observing breath and body are an
integral part of class. A nice mix of physical energy and calmness.

2:30 - 3:30

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC PULSE THERAPY ADDRESSING CANCER
AND OTHER IMMUNE IMBALANCES
Paul Bando / Cellular Therapeutics
What is PEMF therapy? Why the FDA approved this therapy for
glioblastomas (brain tumors). How PEMF frequencies effect a cancerous cell.
how PEMF frequencies boost the immune system. How PEMF frequencies
increase oxygen to the cells. What are bad elctro-Magnetic fields (creating
illness) vs. good PEMF frequencies (accelerating healing).

$2 OFF COUPON FOR THE HOME SHOW THIS WEEKEND

Saturday & Sunday

October 6 – 7

North Hall

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE

$2.00 OFF
Monroeville, PA

HOME SHOW ADMISSION

■Remodeling ■Building ■Home Improvements
■Decorating ■Renovations ■Special Attractions
Saturday & Sunday ■ 10 am – 5 pm
Admission $5 ■ Children Under 12 Free
FREE PARKING ■ FREE SHUTTLES ■ www.SimonEventManagement.com

645 East Pittsburgh Street, # 357
Greensburg, PA 15601

2nd Annual

October 6 – 7

.com

.com
SOUTH HALL
209 Mall Boulevard
Monroeville, PA

■ EXHIBITORS ■ WORKSHOPS
■ PRESENTATIONS ■ MINI-LECTURES
Featuring Products And Services
You Can Buy At The Expo!
Direct Access To Psychics, Readers,
Bodyworkers And Healers!
Presenting Inspiring, Comforting
And Illuminating Speakers And Topics

AN ENLIGHTENING WEEKEND
YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS!

Make Plans Now
To Join Us For This Exciting Event!

